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Exciting new sake places
are opening constantly, each
with a particular angle.
While food pairings are
o代en an important part of
the equation, the following
counters focus on the
beverage itself, exploring
its marvelous diversity.
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Akita 1^1氾随ice Sake Bar
Located in Tokyo Station,
ｔｈｅｂａｒｉｓｉｎａｃｏｒｎｅｒ

of a la『冨er restaurant・Ask
for the "nine-temperature"
sake set, in which a single
type from Akita Prefectui､e
isservedatninedifYErent
temperatures to illustrate
the way heat can affect taste.

》七esu North 2席ﾌー 9-プ
Marunouchi, Cﾉhiyodii-ku.

Kurand Sake iMarket
The four outposts of this
Tokyo fi､anchise offer an
all-you-can-drink formula.
with about 100 different

bottles available. The chain is
notablefbri鱈什iendliness
to foreigners. Bi､ing your own
snacks, kur.α"“""／

sakemαﾉ火ｅｔ

Tasting rooms at shops
i often visit the Matsuya
department store in Cinza
鱈漉８-ＧﾌCinza, Chuo-ku),
which allows you to sample an
alcoholic beverage (sake
most often) from each
prefecture of Japan, or
nearby Kimijimaya sake
shop {1-2-1 Gin^a, Chuo-ku),
for a quality selection
served in wineglasses for
a better experience.
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lut ionThe Sake Revo
Alter decades of neglect and abuse, the national drink is becoming tashionable again as

brewers turn to techniques new and old・BYLAwRENcEosBoRNE

ne of Asia's most ancient drinks, sake is undergoing a sea
change. A new generation of brewers, or toji, is redefining the
rice wine by going back to the ancestral roots of its production
methods. Nihonsha-as it's called in Japanesehas always been
Japan's alcohol of choice, playing a central role in Shinto cer-
emonies, but until recently sake's quality had been declining

⑪
because of mass production. It was often either unbearably sweet from addi-
tives or too acidic・It also faced new competition in the form of beer, wine, and
spiritsoBut Sebastien Lemoine, who teaches a seminar on the beverage at Le
Cordon Bleu in Hiroshima, says that sake is in the midst of a craft revolution."When I first arrived in Japan [from France] in 1987, sake was a very differ-
ent drink," he says. "Now the affluent young no longer want to drink the
headache-inducing party brew of their grandparents. They want something
crafted, unique, and particular."
Typical of this breed of nihonshu is Kikuyoi, made by a maverick toji named

Takashi Aoshima at the Aoshima Shuzo brewery in Fujieda, Shizuoka Prefec-
ture. For half the year, Aoshima grows his own rice, then shaves off all his
body hair and settles down to mill the rice･He won't eat beef and pork while
brewing because he claims they intei､fere with his sense of smell・Not long
ago, such fanatical attention to detail would have been unthinkable.
The combination of the latest brewing technologies and traditional tech-

niques has led to more nuanced variants, with a deepening of the taste ele-
ment known as umamithe glutamate that gives the drink its savory, brothy
qualiw-and a far more careful balance of acidity and sweetness. In other
words, the production of sake has become rather like winemaking, with the
same emphasis on terroir. "Sake can now be drunk with any cuisine," Lemoine
says.“IwouIddaretosaythat化hasbecomefashionabIeagaininTbkyo."･
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Tengumai
Junmai
has flavors of

beets and koji that
transform depend
ing on the glass
you drink from."
And is easily
αじＱｉ血bﾉe for $30.
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